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From a teaching and learning
perspective we're really excited about
it. It engages kids in sustainability
and environmental issues
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Summary

-Neil Stephenson, Principal of Innovation and Inquiry, Delta School District

This presentation describes the co-creation, evaluation, and
early findings of a community-based, interactive, educational
videogame on local climate change solutions. It was
developed as a case study in the coastal municipality of Delta,
British Columbia, Canada.
This project uses video gaming to enable interactive
exploration of local climate change threats and solutions in a
real place. Delta faces challenges such as sea level rise,
agricultural decline, heat-waves, fresh water shortages and
growth fuelled in part by environmental refugees.

Case Study Location

The project builds on the Collaborative for Advanced
Landscape Planning (CALP) team’s earlier research in Delta,
collaborating with various levels of government and multiple
stakeholders, and demonstrating the power of science-based
visualizations in raising awareness and motivation on climate
change.

Intent

Addressing barriers to climate solutions

The aim is to make learning about climate change science and
solutions more salient, creative, and fun, in a way that
conventional educational methods often fail to achieve. The
videogame will allow players to visualize what their own
future might look like, and explore a variety of tough choices
that citizens of Delta may need to make. Taking advantage of
earlier Future Delta videogame prototypes, the co-design
phase focuses on local high-schools, in partnership with Delta
School district.

Game Design
The game design borrows from commercial videogame
techniques in order to provide a compelling virtual
environment for place-based learning in geography and
science classes, as well as student engagement on local
climate change realities, collective action and policies for
adaptation and mitigation.
Teachers and students designed the game collaboratively
with researchers through an iterative process of focus groups
and gameplay sessions. The game’s narrative was developed
as three subsequent acts taking place in three different parts
of Delta:

Co-design sessions

Future Delta resulting from early
adoption of mitigation

Design of a place-based, interactive game linked to local issues and storylines

Future Delta resulting from a lack of
climate change planning

Future Delta resulting from
implementing adaptation solutions

1) The upland North Delta suburb (2015);
2) The Tilbury industrial area (2025), and
3) The coastal neighbourhood of Beach Grove (2035).

Players are able to unlock and use three novel tools as they
work to understand Delta’s climate vulnerabilities and
discover ways to enable a more climate resilient future:
1) CIMA Vision, which is used for tagging climate Causes,
Impacts, Mitigation and Adaptation strategies that the
player encounters;
2) Carbon Vision, which makes the carbon footprint of a
player’s surroundings visible; and
3) Future Vision, which allows the player to see into the future
(2100) to better understand the long-term impacts of
decisions made during gameplay.

Results Overview
The videogame was tested in five classrooms at two Delta
highschools. Researchers found that students were excited to
play the game, preferred it to conventional learning formats,
and learned some key concepts about local impacts and
solutions. The teachers were enthusiastic about the ability of
the game to absorb students and provoke discussion. The
feedback sessions also gave researchers many ways to further
improve the game, which has considerable potential for
scaling up to other schools.

Future Delta resulting from
implementing both adaptation and
mitigation solutions

Results
Students were given pre-and-post surveys to assess impacts that playing the videogame had on a number of climate
change related questions.
POST

PRE

How many friends and family members have
you talked to about this videogame?
POST

Has playing the videogame made you think
differently about climate change?

POST

How concerned are you about the effects of climate change?
PRE

POST

How knowledgeable do you feel about the effects that
climate change may have in your local area?

